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Lisa Litzinger–Drayton

While the term “business research” often conjures 

thoughts of some pretty stiff subject matter, professors 

at Drexel LeBow are investigating questions that may 

surprise you. For example, can financial incentives inspire people 

to get fit? What happens when kids are required to wear helmets 

while riding their bikes? What factors affect work–life balance? 

Business research captures a wide net of subject matter, 

running the gamut from the seemingly mundane, but important,  

to issues that everyone might find fascinating. For example, the 

high compensation of executives as well as professional athletes  

draws a great deal of public ire. Jacqueline Garner, Ph.D., associate 

professor of finance at LeBow, is working on several projects on 

“excess” executive compensation, focusing on whether or not  

the excess pay is warranted. One of her projects, along with  

Won Yong Kim, a former LeBow Ph.D. student and now  

assistant professor at Dickinson College, examines whether salary 

caps are an effective compensation contract. They find that 

improving firm–level governance practices is far more effective 

than thwarting executive pay by setting an upper limit on pay. 

Using the same idea about “excess compensation,” Garner is also 

currently working with a finance faculty member at Oklahoma 

State to investigate whether higher salaries for college football 

coaches (relative to their peers) translate into better-performing 

teams and more NFL draft picks from those teams. “I’ve always 

been a huge college football fan, and as a finance professor these 

are the kinds of questions that fascinate me,” says Garner, who  

has also recently published research on how directors are elected 

to boards. “You might call it the ‘fun’ side of finance.” 

   RESEARCHRESEARCH
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Joseph Master

A 
luminous fog blankets the early-morning Philadelphia 

skyline, while below, on the veranda of the Pennsylvania 

Barge Club on Boathouse Row, the chilled air and 

measured taps of paddles on the Schuylkill River hint that 

summer is finally spent and something new, exciting even,  

is about to shove off.

On this breezy autumn day, 16 men and women, LeBow 

College’s 2011 Executive MBA class, proven leaders with 

biographies as diverse as the mottled leaves lining Kelly Drive, 

have convened to learn a skill that they haven’t encountered in 

their corner offices. Today, they will learn to row.

Among the group is a software architect, a senior management 

consultant, a director, a managing partner, a president, a vice 

president, a CEO and a retiring Aviation Branch Lieutenant Colonel 

in the United States Army. There is a senior structural architect,  

a director of enterprise infrastructure services for a prominent 

university, an internal auditor and a structural engineer. They 

come from Big Pharma, Big Energy, Big Education and major 

engineering firms. Their collective curricula vitae read like  

a corporate all-star line-up.

Together for the first time, this new EMBA class is pensive, 

perhaps uncomfortable — not to say that the students don’t display 

confidence commensurate with their level of achievement, but 

rather that they are all too aware of the smoke and mirrors. This 

isn’t their first trip to the executive coach. In fact, some of them  

are executive coaches. They pace the gilded-mahogany grand room 

where the day’s lectures will play out and introduce themselves 

with wide, restless smiles — falling back on trusted corporate 

charisma to propel them through this awkward beginning.

Today is day one. There will be approximately 600 more  

days; 20 months of intense academic horizon that will be  

informed not just by lectures and lessons, but by the implications 

of international recession, political policy and shifting business 

models. Not to mention the rigorous teamwork that is the  

hallmark of LeBow’s EMBA program. But for now, slates  

are clean and coursework is tomorrow’s certainty. 

Today isn’t about proving leadership. These people  

are well past that. Today is about finding flow. And as the  

sun peeks through the thinning fog, it’s time to learn to row.

Enter facilitator Dan Lyons, an accomplished competitor  

who has won two world bronze medals, a world gold medal  

and a Pan American gold medal. Lyons, a former Drexel rowing 

coach who holds degrees from the U.S. Naval Academy and 

Oxford University, is here with his crew, Team Concepts, Inc.,  

to orchestrate today’s “team-building” activities. He smirks as  

the group slowly begins to assemble, sitting on foldable metal chairs 

arranged in familiar instructional rows. Later in the day, Lyons will 

admit that the apprehension is normal — that he expects it, even 

values it as a necessary step in the process. “We have done this 

program with CEOs of Fortune 500 companies, all the way down  

to sales teams from every industry, from government to nonprofit,  

to corporate to sports,” he says. “It’s all the same.

“They have to get over their own ego,” he continues. “And 

they’re afraid, and they want to feel valued. What we try to do is 

make them understand that being valued is the whole touchy-feely  

part of this.”

From the onset, there are indicators that the workshop  

will dig miles deeper than typical kumbaya trust falls and 

Myers-Briggs fare. Teambuilding and leadership are one and the 

same, he says. The exercise is a psychological study in harnessing 

internal synchronicity and applying it at the organizational level. 

It’s about committing wholly, spiritually, to a goal and helping 

others do the same. It’s about creating and maintaining high-

performance teams. It’s emotional. It’s not just business; it’s 

personal. And it all ends with a race.

Lyons, whose lanky frame belies his skill with an oar, is 

high-energy and speaks impressively of solutions, synergies and 

positive attitudes. The objective, he says, it to fashion simplicity 

from complexity, to keep focus and drive. He talks about spirit  

and inspiration as if at the pulpit. His eyes pierce. He talks with 

his fingers, which are long and muscular. He is magnetic and 

heads turn when he talks.

“We have to understand that it’s important to know where  

we are going and commit our energy. There always has to be a 

process, but it is spirit that wins races,” he says.

Lyons divides the EMBA students into four teams of four— 

red, blue, green and gray — and the excitement is palpable. 

Colored hats and shirts are distributed: the first sparkles of 

coalescence. The students (although calling them students  

sounds wrong, like calling lions cats) draw their chairs closer  

and pull on their “EMBA Crew” shirts with pride. This isn’t  

what they expected.



Lyons explains that each group will train to row together, and 

the day will culminate with a ceremony where gold medals will 

be awarded. This draws smiles and shrugs. However, what is  

clear to Lyons and to LeBow staff hanging low at the back of the 

room — including EMBA Program Executive Director Charlotta 

Thunander, who plans this annual event — is that this isn’t a 

one-shot deal. These teams will remain cohorted for the entirety  

of the EMBA program — a reality that at first doesn’t quite sink  

in (and how can it, really?).

“The body language of the students before and after this 

experience is night and day,” says Thunander, who directs  

the EMBA program. “When they come to campus tomorrow, 

they’ll be patting each other on the back.”

Thunander, who has worked closely with EMBAs for six 

years, says today’s exercise is like a first look through a pinhole  

at a solar eclipse.

“The Executive MBA program starts out with the foundation 

courses to get everyone on the same page,” she says. “Then  

we move on to some of the core courses, which become even  

more challenging. And then during the second half of the  

program they’re challenged to really apply everything that  

they have learned to think strategically. It sort of connects  

the dots. And this day is a good example of that.”

But for now, it’s time to hit the water. 

Rowing is perhaps the ultimate team sport. Strength is 

subservient to synchronicity. Rhythm trumps force. It is an art, 

really, and its application as allegory is too obvious to ignore. 

First, there is the oar: 12.5 inches of carbon fiber that each  

rower must hold close, knuckles pointing out, ever mindful  

of maintaining a perpendicular plane as it breaks the water.  

There is also the deliberate posture and progression of a stroke, 

from the catch (where the oar enters the water) to the finish  

(where the oar is removed). Stance is crucial: Firm lower back; 

relaxed stomach; hands down and away; elbows out; head up; 

break at the knees; stretch from the lats; drive your legs against  

the foot stretchers; and lean back to finish as you pull inward  

to your core. This all must be done in synchronization with the  

teammates to your fore and rear. Sound hard? It is.

Each team enters an eight-man boat (or shell) with four 

experienced rowers for support. A coach trails each shell  

on a motorboat to provide individual instruction. In all, eight  

boats scatter beneath the Girard Avenue Bridge into instructional  

cabals. Constant calls of “catch” and “finish” resonate  

beneath the overpass.

The coaching is relentless. Each member is scrutinized,  

almost to the point of embarrassment. It’s not hostile; it’s 

necessary. For a bunch of men and women who lead for a  

living, the physical act of being led themselves draws out  

their determination. At first their faces are drawn, reserved.  

Next, brows stiffen in concentration. They do not want to fail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This continues for more than an hour, during which each team’s 

focus is found, lost and found again in sweeps of perfection where 

four oars pierce water with such flawless synergy that they form 

two undiluted lines that connect in a “V” at the bow. It’s a striking 

sight and the EMBAs nod with satisfaction and pat each other  

on the back when they get it right. Soon, the shouting stops.  

Each teammate begins to follow the ebb of the oar to his fore.  

A powerful calm pervades. They’re getting this rowing thing.

Back at the Barge Club, while lunch is served in preparation  

for the final races, the group is treated to a speech from Daniel 

Beery, who won the gold (and set a then-world record) at the 2004 

Olympic Games in Athens. Beery looks like an athlete: tall, broad 

and composed — the kind of rower who could dominate with 

muscle alone. While he speaks, Lyons sits among the group,  

his arms folded. He’ll be the first to admit that Beery is the most 

accomplished rower in the room (and in fact he does — twice). 

Like the rest of Lyons’ itinerary, allowing Beery, the champion,  

“Catch!” the coaches yell.

“Elbows out!”

“Again! Legs down! Again!”

“Long arms!”

“Again. Again. Again.”

“FINISH!”





Leda Kopach

If you want to know what experiential 

learning is like at Drexel LeBow,  

pop into one of Dana D’Angelo’s 

classes. There you’re likely to find students 

engaged with industry giants like Chevrolet,  

Citibank, Subaru and even the FBI, working 

to solve some of the firms’ business and  

administrative challenges.

Experiential learning doesn’t get  

better than this. 

“The students in my Business 

Consulting class function like actual 

consultants with their ‘clients,’” 

explains D’Angelo, MBA ’93, a  

clinical professor who has been bringing 

real-life industry experience to LeBow 

since she joined the faculty in 1993. 

“Students develop roles within their  

mock organizations, based on their 

strengths, and work to solve the 

companies’ problems. My role is to  

serve as the students’ consultant and  

to be a facilitator of learning. I facilitate 

the knowledge by creating experiences  

and opportunities for them to learn in 

different ways.”

Many of these consulting experiences  

have been orchestrated by D’Angelo 

through EdVenture Partners (EVP),  

a company that works with academic 

institutions by facilitating marketing  

and learning experiences for students.  

EVP brings together students and 

companies that are looking for solutions  

to specific business problems.

Currently, D’Angelo’s class is  

consulting with Chevrolet, helping  

the car manufacturer create a marketing 

plan for three of its poorer-performing 

brands that are being targeted to college-

aged students. 

Earlier this fall, Chevrolet executives 

arrived on campus to explain the 

company’s challenges to the class.  

The executives brought with them  

 “The students in my Business Consulting  
class function like actual consultants with 
their clients.”

Working Class
Dana D’Angelo keeps it real for her students.
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the cars the students will promote, giving  

the students, ranging from sophomores  

to seniors, the opportunity to explore the 

sound systems and ask questions about  

the cars’ designs and features. The only 

downside was they didn’t get to take the 

cars for a test spin. 

As part of the learning process, the 

client gives the students several thousands 

of dollars toward the project for research  

and development that the students must 

manage and spend wisely. While the class 

is first and foremost a learning experience, 

there is also a competitive aspect to the 

program. LeBow students are, in fact, 

competing with eight other schools across 

the nation, which are also participating  

in the same program. The school with  

the winning idea — meaning, Chevrolet 

implements the marketing plan — wins  

the honor, plus valuable prizes, such as 

computers and other electronics. Because 

of the competitive nature of the class, 

D’Angelo handpicks the students 

according to their academic ability and 

their work ethic. She also ensures that  

the students have a diverse array of 

academic strengths to address all of the 

issues that may arise during the project.

It’s this attention to detail and her 

dedication to her profession that have 

garnered D’Angelo the respect and love  

of both her students and her colleagues. 

“Dana brings strong real-world  

experience to academia,” says Chris 

Lindbergh ’97, who was D’Angelo’s  

first student at LeBow and now a  

frequent guest speaker during her  

lectures. “She is also young at heart,  

which enables her to connect with  

her students and understand their 

personal challenges.”

In fact, it’s not uncommon for students 

to come to her with their personal issues 

because of the warmth and kindness she 

exudes in the classroom. 

“Upon returning to Drexel from my 

second co-op at home in Las Vegas, I felt 

uneasy about my plan of study,” says 

Michael Capovilla ’10, who was D’Angelo’s 

student for several quarters and served as 

her teaching assistant for University 101.  

“I was homesick and stressed out, and I 

was on the verge of an emotional collapse. 

I went to Dana for advice and guidance, 

and she took the time to meet with me. 

She provided the support and mentoring I 

needed to work through the stress and find 

the right academic path for me to follow. 

“The best way I can describe her is  

to say she has the very best qualities of a 

teacher and mother,” Capovilla continues.  

“She is patient, kind and very perceptive. 

She challenges her students to think 

critically and opens up discussion as a 

major teaching tool. Her style is practical 

and helps to expose students to real-world 

“It’s beyond teaching them about finance  
and accounting, assets and liabilities, 
although I love talking about that, too.”
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“Hi, I’m Steve Jobs.”

Jobs, the boy wonder, proceeds with a compelling history  

of the microcomputer — from the IBM to the Apple II. He frames  

the narrative as a struggle between empire and rebellion. Apple, 

he explains, is now a $300 million corporation and IBM is its 

strongest competitor. “Apple is perceived to be the only hope  

to offer IBM a run for its money,” he says. “IBM wants it all  

and is aiming its guns on its last obstacle to industry control: 

Apple. Will Big Blue dominate the entire computer industry?  

The entire information age? Was George Orwell right about 1984?” 

The lights dim again. A screen illuminates and Ridley Scott’s 

famous “1984” commercial, Macintosh’s dazzling coming-out, 

glows gray and foreboding. An army of drones marches across  

the bleak bowels of an evil empire and sit in pews before a cold, 

gray monitor. A bespectacled Big Brother spews oligarchy:  

“We shall prevail.” 

But there is hope. A woman, blonde, fit, dressed in red and 

white, sprints heroically down a narrow corridor holding what 

appears to be the hammer of Thor. She stops, poised, and heaves  

it at the screen. The sound of the explosion is anemic compared  

to the roar of applause. 

The commercial, which premieres globally during the Super 

Bowl halftime show on January 22, 1984, ends with another 

prophecy: “On January 24, Apple Computer will introduce 

Macintosh. And you’ll see why 1984 won’t be like 1984.”

Two days later, Apple dispatches its first official press release 

introducing the Macintosh. Buried in the text is the first mention  

of what will come to be known as the Apple University Consortium.

“Twenty-four of the nation’s leading universities … Harvard, 

Princeton, Stanford and Yale, have joined forces with Apple  

to plan and implement personal-computer applications over  

the next few years.”

Absent from the list is Drexel University, the first member  

of the consortium to require every student to use the Macintosh. 

      

By January 1984, Drexel University had already cut its own slice 

of the Apple pie and was anxiously waiting to serve it on a silver 

platter. Rumor had it that each unit would be embossed with a 

blue “D” for Drexel. They would become known in the corridors 

of Matheson and Main as the “DUs.” 

Back in the fall of 1982, one year before the sales meeting  

in Hawaii, Drexel University President William Walsh Hagerty 

— who in 1970 steered Drexel through its transition from an 

institute of technology to university status — announced that 

personal microcomputer access would be mandatory for every 

newly enrolled freshman beginning with academic year 1983–

1984. Furthermore, all academic departments were expected  

to incorporate microcomputing into their curricula. After two 

decades of unparalleled growth, during which President Hagerty 

oversaw the formation of the College of Science and the College  

of Humanities and Social Sciences, Drexel was no longer a 

regional hub for experiential education; Drexel was finally  

an underdog contender at the national level. 

Photography courtesy of Drexel University Archives
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In Going National, the aptly named 1985 documentary that 

charts the rise of the microcomputer at Drexel, Bernard Sagik, 

Ph.D., then vice president for academic affairs — the man who 

first suggested the idea of microcomputing to Hagerty — explains 

that going national meant competing against all first-rate 

institutions and finding the right fulcrum, the perfect message,  

to make the endeavor worthwhile. 

“I felt we had to trade on what Drexel had already — that was 

unique to us — which means co-op, very applied programs built 

on a solid theoretical base. These are the things that we can sell,” 

he says in the film. 

At the time, Drexel was still contracting outside vendors  

for its computing needs. The mainframe and punch card were 

standard technology, a disconnect that not only demanded 

attention, but necessitated a monumental change: Going national 

meant adapting academic microcomputing. For all.

“The more you looked at it the more you realized you could 

not build strength in what was going to be the area of the next two 

decades … automation, robotics, computer applications … going 

off-campus,” Sagik says. 

Hagerty, serving his final term as Drexel’s executive-in-chief, 

agreed, and was willing to hang his presidency on it. A committee 

was formed, including Hagerty; Sagik; Brian L. Hawkins, then 

assistant vice president for academic affairs; and Thomas Canavan, 

dean of the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. A contract 

— now lost, perhaps in the bowels of the library that bears the 

Hagerty name — was agreed upon between Drexel and Apple Inc. 

The deal included a nondisclosure clause, typical of Jobs and his 

compulsive confidentiality, which legally bound the committee to 

keep quiet until the launch.

“The secrecy was totally contrary to the academic process,” 

Hawkins, who was named director of the Drexel Microcomputing 

Program, and would later found EDUCAUSE, a nonprofit  

that promotes the intelligent use of technology in education,  

says in Going National. 

But keeping mum didn’t mean keeping quiet. In typical  

Drexel fashion, the administration began educating faculty and 

students on the yet-to-be-named microcomputer. Hawkins held 

“Microcomputing Information Sessions” in Patton Auditorium  

to address the growing list of concerns. How will microcomputing 

change education? Will Pascal be the programming language? 

Bound by nondisclosure, Hawkins could do little to assuage  

the apprehension. “The machine is not meant to change the 

curriculum, but to enhance the curriculum,” he says in a 

particularly heated scene in Going National. 

By the fall of 1983, just as Jobs addressed his troops in Waikiki, 

the Trek Building, located at 32nd and Race Street, had been 

renovated to facilitate the influx and distribution of approximately 

2,000 nameless, top-secret Apple computers. A state-of-the-art 

computer classroom was installed in the Korman Center; a group 

called DUsers, comprising students with microcomputer 

experience, was convened to help the uninitiated. A newsletter 

called boot was conceived and edited by Professor Tom Hewett  

to address the pressing issues of the microcomputer user. 

Just before the launch, a group of graduating seniors was 

given access to a roomful of covered computers with no visible 

labels. They poked around, played with the graphic user interface, 

saved files on strange floppy disks. Afterward, they were 

administered a test to assess the effects of microcomputing  

At the time, some faculty had to be told that 
the mouse was not of the rodent persuasion, 
but was, rather, a device for navigation.

William Hagerty, Ph.D.
Drexel University President, 1963–1984
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on stress and anxiety, stratified by age, gender and academic 

major. The results were clear: Drexel was ready.

On March 2, 1984, The Triangle student newspaper’s front-

page headline read: “Macintoshes arrive on campus; distribution 

will begin Monday.” There was extra security guarding the Trek 

Building. Trucks rolled in from Market Street with cargo locked  

so tight with steel rope that hacksaws and chain-cutters were 

necessary to extract the spoils. And as the first white boxes, each 

affixed with a Matisse-like portrait of the hardware inside, were 

loaded into the warehouse, fingers were crossed particularly tight 

back at 3141 Chestnut. 

And so it was that, on March 5, 1984, some three years  

after President Hagerty’s prophetic announcement, 1,850 Drexel 

freshmen trudged up 32nd Street in the cold to pick up their  

very own Macintosh 128K. 

The rumors were true. Each computer was embossed with  

a blue “D” for Drexel. The price? $1,000, plus tax. Not bad for a  

unit that sold for $2,495 retail. The 20-pound package included 

MacWrite, MacPaint and Microsoft Multiplan software, designed  

by some nerd named Bill Gates. Each box contained the CPU, a 

keyboard and a mouse. At the time, some faculty had to be told  

that the mouse was not of the rodent persuasion, but was, rather,  

a device for navigation. 

   

While Jobs’ grand scheme to take down Big Blue ultimately  

came true, the deciding battleground would not be in the 

conference rooms of corporate America, but in the halls and 

homes of academia. Students and educators became the force  

that sacked the IBM Empire.

Sheldon Master, who in 1984 was a 30-year-old recruit at  

that first national sales meeting, and is now president/owner of 

audiovisual tech firm Haddonfield Micro Associates, remembers 

that while the Waikiki call to arms was lofty — a true David and 

Goliath tale — the story didn’t play out as planned. “Empires 

aren’t toppled head-on,” he says. “They’re taken out on the 

peripheries. Apple wanted to crack into corporations through 

desktop publishing. What wound up happening was that we  

broke into homes.” 

Now, 28 years after the birth of the product he helped launch 

— that built his career — Master reads the Cupertino press release 

announcing the Macintosh, reciting sections from memory: “… a 

sophisticated, affordably priced personal computer designed for 

business people.” He stops on the third page. “Here,” he says, 

pointing to bold text that reads Macintosh Sales Outlook. “Let  

me show you something.”

In the release, a third-party analyst firm estimated global sales  

for the Macintosh to total 350,000 units in 1984: 70 percent from 

businesses, 20 percent from colleges and universities and 10 

percent from home users.

“It didn’t happen like that,” Master says. “Probably more like 

40 percent went to businesses, about 40 percent went to education 

and 20 percent to home users. Dealers were selling to schools, 

homes and then businesses. Education was the most important. 

“Those students eventually made it into the workforce.  

And what computer do you think they brought with them? The 

Mac. It was brilliant. The educational consortium launched Apple 

into the business market.

“The consortium was based on respect, and Jobs had a lot of 

respect for Drexel,” Master says. And so, as Apple rode a tsunami 

of success that has yet to be rivaled, Cupertino began passing out 

buttons that triumphantly read: “IBM — I’ll Buy Mac.” 

Meanwhile, Drexel began the process of adapting the 

Macintosh into its curricula. The microcomputer forced educators 

to re-evaluate how they delivered their message to students who,  

in large measure, were infinitely more familiar with the medium.

“The Macintosh caught on almost instantly,” remembers  

Provost Mark L. Greenberg, then an untenured assistant professor 

of English. “And, in typical fashion, the students were probably 

ahead of the faculty. The melding of technology and higher 

education occurred at Drexel within the first year. And we  

never looked back.”

Even the humanities and social sciences caught on. A history 

professor began developing the first electronic atlas; and scientists, 

engineers and accountants built math modules that simplified 

coursework. English students, no longer bound by pen and 

typewriter, began fine-tuning syntax with MacWrite’s editing 

interface. Provost Greenberg even contributed an essay musing 

about the implications of the microcomputer for writers. Would 

the keyboard and mouse change the craft? Would intimacy be lost? 

By the winter of 1985, the Macintosh was everywhere.  

The DUsers began publishing a newsletter called C   MMAND.  ⌘


















